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expressing opposition to Rezoning 

Reference # 12-43. 

 



From:
Sent: March-18-16 2:32 PM
To: Clerks

Subject: Rezoning reference #12-43

Dear Sir, I am feeling very crowded in this area, people are constantly fighting with the traffic by jay walking
and traffics are pushing through not even to wait until the people completely crossing the streets. The very
dangerous cars accident occured daily. It is just too many traffic lights on both Kingsway and Willingdon ave.,
you can see that there is not enough parkings around this areas , people just parked and went for their business.
Our transit riders are longer and longer and buses can not pick up any more passengers once they have left the
bus depot. I think it is almost to the boiling point. People are unable to find a family doctors close by any more.
I am wondering families have to force to drive in order to get their kids to further away to attend schools.
Would you please give this re-zoning a serious thoughts because this areas with so many new high rises still
available, people are now not so friendly toward our new comers. It is just a damaged to our social fabric. The
consequence is non-repairable. Do you want our Bumaby to become a hate crime area?

Sent from Samsung tablet



From:

Sent: March-18-16 4:09 PM
To: Clerks
Subject: Rezoning

Hi,Ihavebeen missing someserious thougts for yourconsideraion to increase the density of building another
two high rises, the one I have to remind you that the bumabyhospital is desperately outdated the hospital is no
longer able to handlemoregrowth of the population and the fire trucks and emergency response timehavebeen
longerthan it shouldbe. I can testify recentlythere were twe fire happened in our parking areas and the fire and
response time were beyondour expectation. What happen if there were some earthquicks due to happen soon?
Are we capable to handle these kinds of things happening in the future?

Sent from Samsung tablet
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